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Latam Daily: Chile Industry Data; Brazil and Colombia 

Unemployment; Banxico Report 

• Chile: Unemployment rate falls to 8.7% due to drop in the labour force 

Risk aversion permeated overnight markets following weak Chinese PMIs, with little help 

from the US debt ceiling extension bill clearing procedural hurdles in the House ahead of a 

vote today. China’s manufacturing sector fell further into contractionary territory in May 

and the non-manufacturing gauge also disappointed. Iron ore fell steeply on the print but 

eventually recovered to a small gain on the day (maybe hoping for some fiscal or 

monetary support?), but copper did not manage to erase losses and is off 0.7% on the 

day. Crude oil is trading choppy, and 0.3% weaker at writing.  

US stock futures are tracking a 0.2% loss and the USD is higher against all major 

currencies and on pace for its best gain in two weeks on a Bloomberg dollar index basis 

(+0.4%). The MXN is flat, paring losses from the overnight lows as it traded in a relatively 

narrow range compared to the steeper weakening of its high-beta/FX peers.  

Closer to home, the MXN’s regional peer, the COP, closed below the 4,500 pesos level for 

the first time since September yesterday, ending around the 4,400 zone with USD selling 

by offshore investors and/or tax-related flows reportedly behind the move. The ~1% gain 

was in striking contrast to the caution in markets, and continued weakness in crude oil 

prices.  

Colombia’s DANE publishes unemployment data for April today at 11ET in what should be 

a mostly uneventful print for markets that will likely remain driven by flows rather than 

macro-fundamentals—and would probably prefer to keep their powder dry for Monday’s 

May CPI release. We also get BanRep’s financial stability report for H1-23 today, 

accompanied by a presentation by officials.  

Brazil releases jobless rate data at 8ET, where the median economist expects an 

unchanged rate of 8.8%. The BRL has been on the backfoot of late as rate cut bets build 

with about an 80% chance of a 25bps reduction reflected in markets. Yesterday, Deputy 

FinMin Galipolo (on track to join the BCB’s board) said that the government is thinking of 

updates to inflation targets. Planning and Budget Minister Tebet also said that the central 

bank will have room to cut rates in August.  

Chile’s big data day is here, with the releases of manufacturing/industrial/coper 

production and retail sales data at 9ET, an hour after the publication of the results to the 

latest BCCh traders’ survey. This follows the publication of a lower-than-expected April 

unemployment rate print out yesterday morning that our economists detail below; in a 

nutshell, it reflected a labour force decline and a poor jobs mix that would still support 

their expectation for a first rate cut in June.  

Finally, Banxico will today publish updated projections in its quarterly inflation report  at 

14.30ET which are expected to show higher GDP growth projections with little surprise in 

the inflation forecasts when compared to those published alongside the latest decision. 

We’re looking for the bank’s judgment on the GDP and inflation outlook to guide for how 

long they may leave the overnight rate at its current level. 

—Juan Manuel Herrera 

 

CHILE: UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FALLS TO 8.7% DUE TO DROP IN THE LABOUR FORCE 

• The destruction of salaried employment continues (35k), offset by self-

employment, a symptom of a weak labour market 

Chart 1 
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On Tuesday, May 30, the statistical agency (INE) published the unemployment rate for the 

quarter ending in April, which dropped to 8.7% (chart 1), surprising market expectations 

(consensus: 8.9%). Overall, the fall in the unemployment rate is explained by a contraction in 

the labour force (-0.2% m/m; -15k), while total employment remained stable (+1k). As for the 

composition of total employment, the economy lost 35k salaried jobs, while 35k self-

employed jobs were created, mainly in the manufacturing and construction sectors. In our 

view, the decline in the labour force is transitory and has seasonal characteristics, so a further 

recovery is expected in the coming months, which coupled with low total job creation may 

quickly bring the unemployment rate to 2 digits. 

The drop in the labour force was due to transitory and seasonal reasons, so we expect it to 

recover in the next print. In fact, the labour force decreased by 15k people, registering the 

largest drop in the last 10 months. This drop is almost entirely explained by an increase in 

inactivity for usual study reasons, an eminently seasonal and transitory factor. On the other 

hand, the number of people outside the labour force—who do not wish to work—decreased 

by 21k. 

The composition of employment continues to deteriorate, with the destruction of salaried employees and the creation of the self-

employed. Salaried employment fell by 35k, contrary to the usual seasonal pattern and at the lower end of the historical trend. As for the 

composition of the fall, it is explained by a decrease of 5k public salaried and 30k private (chart 2). In fact, unemployment insurance 

contributors decreased by 27k, a figure similar to that reported by the INE for private employees in the quarter ending in February. On the 

contrary, self-employment expanded by 35k people—in line with the usual seasonality for April—and was concentrated in the construction 

and manufacturing sectors. 

By economic sector, the weakness shown by commerce and professional activities, the latter closely linked to the materialization and 

engineering of investment projects, stands out. On the other hand, there was an increase in the number of private employees in the 

(private) education sector and in public salaried employment in the health sector. 

—Aníbal Alarcón 

 

 

Chart 2 
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